New program lowers self-help level

By Wayne W. Wu

MIT plans to introduce a new self-help program for low-income students starting next year, according to Director of Admission Michael C. Beekle and Director of Financial Aid L. Donald Gallagher '54.

The new Opportunity Awards Program will enable around 125 students in the lowest income category to receive grants and scholarships worth $2,700, $2,000 or $1,500.

The current level of self-help, which is the amount that students are required to obtain through loans and employment, is $4,000.

The self-help level of students receiving grants under this program would drop to $2,000, $3,000, or $4,000, depending on the amount of the offer as determined by the Financial Aid Office.

The program has a $1 million budget, most of which will be allocated to next year's incoming freshman class, according to Gallagher.

Upperclassmen will not be eligible for any of the program's funds, because the program is only an experimental project designed to determine the effect of increased financial aid on the demographics of MIT, Gallagher explained.

Also, if upperclassmen were eligible, the program would cost four times as much in the beginning, he noted.

To determine eligibility and the amount of the award, the Financial Aid Office will subcontract personal contributions and the student's own assets, such as summer earnings, from the total cost of tuition, room, and board.

Students who demonstrate the most need will be eligible. The program is designed to attract minority students, Gallagher stated.

B scheme explained that the purpose of the program is to attract and keep these students, whether those from the lowest income category or not.

The new program has yet to begin. "It takes a long time to comply to the state and federal regulations involved," Pickard said.

The current plan calls for the reconstruction of the entire structure above the existing concrete pier. Funding for the project will be provided primarily by the federal government.

Earlier concerns that large vehicles such as public buses would add stress to the weakened bridge prompted the DPW to undertake a $1 million renovation project which began last year and was recently completed this summer.

This rehabilitation effort included the placement of additional steel beams to reinforce the bridge, enabling MBTA buses to safely continue service across the river.

The Harvard Bridge, built in 1892 as a joint venture between the cities of Cambridge and Boston, is owned by the Metropolitan District Commission. The current concerns of the state and federal government.

McBay added.

The Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science will raise research assistant stipends for students who have completed the Master of Science degree, according to Arthur C. Smith, chairman of EECS.

The increase will take effect June 1, 1988.

Beginning June 1, 1988, research assistants in the department of EECS who have completed the degree will receive a monthly stipend of $1250, which is $250 higher than those with only an S.B.

The pay hike was originally proposed in the "Report on the Committee on the Length of the SM Program," a committee established in the fall of 1985 to study ways of decreasing the length of time students take to obtain an SM degree in the EECS department.

The average time students currently take to complete the SM degree in MIT's largest department is four and one-half terms, compared to three and one-half terms twelve years ago, the report stated. Smith is hoping that by raising the salary for doctoral students, it will be enough incentive to have them complete their work faster.

Joyce Palmer G, an EECS graduate student representative to the Graduate Student Council, is not sure that increasing stipends is going to help shorten the time to get the SM degree.

"The students aren't trying to drop out of school and get something under their belts, she said. "But if it doesn't, then one has to try something else. It can be difficult."
Asbestos removed from buildings

By Jinnie Jung

Asbestos — a silicate material used for insulation and fire prevention — is being removed from the Student Center, Tang Hall, and Nabisco Laboratory. The effort is part of an ongoing project at MIT to remove asbestos from buildings undergoing renovation, according to Dr. Alan Ducatman, director of the Environmental Medical Service at MIT.

Research in the last two decades has revealed that prolonged, intense exposure to asbestos is hazardous, leading to various diseases such as asbestosis, mesothelioma, and lung cancer.

But the risk of the asbestos at MIT is "unmeasurably small," said Robert Cunkelman, Student Center renovation project engineer. Asbestos exposure on the MIT campus is much less hazardous than cigarette smoking, Ducatman added.

Asbestos removal is usually driven by renovation work because many places in the building are inaccessible under normal operations of the building, explained Cunkelman. He cited the asbestos-covered chase, in the east side of the Student Center, which was not accessible until the renovation took place.
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Reagan rejects limits on Persian Gulf policy

President Reagan yesterday indicated he will not act on congressional suggestions that limit his use of US forces in the Persian Gulf. The President said he considers "this incident as closed." The White House issued a formal reply to calls for implementation of the War Powers Act. Under that law, Congress has 30 days to disapprove any use of troops home sixty days after forces are committed.

Upbeat words from Shultz-Shavardnadze meeting

The US and the Soviet Union have agreed to work together to implement a UN resolution calling for a cease-fire in the Iran-Iraq war. That word comes from Secretary of State George P. Shultz PhD '49, who got together with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shavardnadze in New York yesterday. The two also agreed to meet again a month from now to plan a Washington superpower summit.

But the Soviets have announced no change in their opposition to the US call for a mandatory arms embargo against Iran.

Biden signs warning in debate

Sen. Joseph R. Biden (D-Del.) traveled to New Hampshire yesterday after dropping out of the presidential race, to talk to the people who had hoped to support him on the road to the White House. He met with campaign staffers and key supporters to discuss the abrupt end to his presidential effort.

Biden dropped out of the race Wednesday after damaging revelations about his law school career compounded problems he had been facing because of losing campaign speeches from other politicians.

Biden's campaign manager said he might meet a 1992 White House bid, but at his national headquarters in Delaware, staffers were answering the phones with an apologetic "Biden '92."

GOP wants time to study

Universal Health Care Bill

Republican lawmakers say they will try to put the brakes on quick passage of Governor Dukakis' Universal Health Care Bill. House Minority Leader Steve Pierce and four other GOP lawmakers told a statehouse news conference today that they will push for a three-month extension on the current health care financing law that expires next Wednesday. They say the extra time is needed to study Dukakis' plan. Pierce also said members of the minority party will seek to divide Dukakis' package into two parts. The sections dealing with hospital charges could be dealt with first, and the sections calling for a new health care partnership super-agency to oversee universal health could be dealt with later.

Scabs are unwanted

Striking New England Patriots players yesterday afternoon tossed eggs and a beer bottle at replacement players who have crossed picket lines to practice for the team. When the passersby were getting out of the car, Peterson's niece, Toby Williams threw a beer bottle that landed a few feet away. New England's player representative, Lisa Dawson, immediately tried to restore order, warning his teammates, "We're going to have some problems with that glass thing." More trouble erupted when replacement wide receiver Larry Linne appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey. Fryar shouted, "Take off my jersey." Linne replied that he had appeared wearing Fryar's team jersey.
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To the Editor:

Ms. Stanger, I, too, have been watching the Bork confirmation hearings with great interest. What strikes me most, though, is the "logic" portrayed in your column ["The logic of an 'aborktionist,""] Sept. 22]. In it, you said in response to Edward M. Kennedy, "I am glad that you have not let him off easily on the strictest of the facts for your attacks on Robert Bork. Indeed, I think that it is you who has strayed from the facts."

By calling Kennedy and his supporters "aborktionists," you seem to imply that all those who oppose Bork's nomination are supporters of legalized abortion. It is ridiculous to make such a generalization which is based not in fact, but rather in your distorted view of the situation.

At the same time that you support your argument with positive, factual reasons, you resort to tearing apart the opposition through sarcastic and biting remarks. Any researcher debater will tell you that this type of attack proves nothing and discards the argument.

You sarcastically advise Kennedy, "Do not let him off too easily on the strictest of facts for your attacks on Robert Bork." How can you expect a judge with such logic to act otherwise?

You call the Supreme Court case Griswold v. Connecticut created, in Bork's opinion, a "dangerously vague right to privacy." To say that an individual's right to personal privacy is "dangerous" is surely in direct opposition to the liberty right guaranteed by the Constitution. The Supreme Court recognized this right in Griswold, and Bork's willingness to declare it in direct opposition to Griswold is surely in direct opposition to the liberty right guaranteed by the Constitution.

You say, "Kennedy, you made the mistake of conceding that Bork supported the 1954 desegregation decision Brown v. Board of Education. Bork does support the decision, but only because not supporting it would be suicidal to his career as a judge."

The logic with which he justifies his opinion is so convoluted and in opposition to the facts he has used when deciding other cases that one cannot help but conclude that he does not truly believe what he is saying.

I hope that MIT will recognize that smokers are also a part of the MIT community, and will establish some facility for us. If not, if you see me bundled against the cold in January smoking on the steps of Building 1, please recognize that I have a few personality traits aside from my addiction — including respect for authority and community. The MIT community, such respect is not extended to me.

Carole van Zoonen G.
Bork would overturn previous Court decisions "willy-nilly"

(Continued from page 4)

I must therefore, on the basis of Bork's factual record as a judge and of the opinions he has shown himself to have, oppose his nomination. Perhaps you might care to write your next column using the facts and evidence instead of sarcasm and wordy rhetoric. I would enjoy the opportunity to refute any so-called "facts" which you might use to prove Bork's worthiness to be a justice on the Supreme Court.

Jonathan I. Kamens '91

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATE STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

THE GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL FUNDING BOARD WILL HOLD FUNDING HEARINGS ON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH AND THURSDAY OCTOBER 1ST BEGINNING AT 5:30 PM EACH EVENING.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, OR WOULD LIKE TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT TO MEET WITH THE FUNDING BOARD, PLEASE CALL THE GSC OFFICE AT X3-2195 AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
STUDENT SUNDAY
at the Harvard and MIT Coops
Sunday, September 27, 1987
12 PM–6 PM

Back to school means back to the Coop. And back to the Coop means a fun-filled celebration of savings! This Sunday, September 27th, is Student Sunday at the Coop and there's a day of excitement in store for you. The WFANX van will be here throughout the afternoon with free prizes. They will also be introducing such local up-and-coming bands as the "I-Mones," "Beat Surrender," and "Treat Her Right," who will be performing live at the Harvard store. At the MIT Coop at Kendall, enjoy such bands as "Zulu's," "Dogzilla," and "Throwing Pipes." Also, receive a free t-shirt with any $5 purchase at the MIT Coop at Kendall. And if that's not enough for you, try Campbell's free samples of various foods and drinks, and pick up your free Super II Plus razor compliments of Schick.

What a great way to start the new school year! When you're looking for books, pens, and notebooks—a new wardrobe for the new season—or prints, furnishings and appliances for your home, you know you can find it at the Coop. This Sunday or every day the Coop is the place to shop. You can always tune in to great savings, great entertainment and a great tradition. For over 105 years we've been serving your needs and this tradition continues with our annual Student Sunday, this Sunday, September 27th.

Everyone can join the growing tradition at the Coop. This year back to school can be fun for all students in the Boston area—especially when it means back to the Coop.

LOOK FOR A DAY FULL OF SAVINGS WITH THESE ONE DAY ONLY STUDENT SUNDAY SPECIALS!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50% OFF</th>
<th>1/3 OFF</th>
<th>20% OFF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Selected Women's Sweaters Reg. $24–$40</td>
<td>Entire Stock of Men's Arrow Rugy Shirts</td>
<td>Entire Stock of Regularly Priced Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SALE 11.99–19.99</td>
<td>$3 OFF on Entire Stock of Regularly Priced Compact Discs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MENSWEAR

1/3 OFF Entire Stock of Men's Arrow Fitted Brigade Shirts
1/3 OFF Entire Stock of Men's Le Tigre Flannel Shirts
1/3 OFF Entire Stock of Men's Levi Straight Leg Corduroys
1/3 OFF Entire Stock of Men's Polo Plaid Shirts
1/3 OFF Entire Stock of Men's Coosa Brushed Chinos
25% OFF Entire Stock of Men's B.D. Baggies
25% OFF Entire Stock of Men's String Bean Ties
25% OFF Entire Stock of Men's Woolrich Products
20% OFF Entire Stock of Clathborne for Men
$5 OFF Entire Stock of Men's Suits

WOMENSWEAR

50% OFF Women's Bella Flair Short Flannel Gowns Reg. $16 SALE $7.99
50% OFF Oversized Nylon Tote
40%–50% OFF Bonnie Dana Dreamy and Barbara Socks, Orig. 3 for $6.50–$7.85 SALE 3 for $5
1/3 OFF Entire Stock of Women's Domken Looards
1/3 OFF Time Piece Bag

1/3 OFF Entire Stock of Ciao Leggappe and Levi Denim Bags from Klaymore
$3 OFF on Entire Stock of Women's Camisoles, Slips and Teddy's
YOUR CHOICE! Entire Stock of Women's Bras $10
FREE GIFT! With any $15 purchase in cosmetics—from Ultima, Dios, Lennox, and Arden.

HOME AND LEISURE

35% OFF Panasonic Clock Radio #6CS8
30% OFF Fuji Quick Snap Camera or Kodak Fling Disposable Camera
20% OFF Panasonic Walkabout #RQIA61
20% OFF Entire Stock of Scotch Audio and Video Tapes
20% OFF Entire Stock of Cardinal Binders
20% OFF Entire Stock of Framed and Unframed Harvard and Boston Posters
20% OFF Entire Stock of Cutlery
20% OFF Entire Stock of Mini Ceramic Lamps
20% OFF Entire Stock of Plush Toys
515 OFF on Postcard Bell VX88 Computer Reg. $1250 SALE $1095
$5 OFF on Panasonic Printer #48002000 Reg. $239.95 SALE $199.95

The Coop

HARVARD SQUARE
Cambridge
M-Sat 9:30–5:45 pm,
Thurs 'til 8:30

MIT COOP AT KENDALL
3 Cambridge Center
M-Fri 9:15–7:45 pm,
Thurs. 'til 8:30
Sat 9:15–5:45 pm

PARK FREE IN HARVARD SQ* 1 hr Church St lot or 2 hrs University Pl or Charles Sq garages.
*With $5 minimum Coop purchase: validate sales receipt at Coop cashier's desk.

Coop Charge, MasterCard, Visa and American Express welcome.
Carnegie gives $1.1m to study minority education

(Continued from page 1)

motor and the Resource Group, a 35-member National Council for Quality Education for Minorities will also oversee the program.

According to the project summary, a key concern will be making higher education accessible to minorities and retaining minority students once they begin attending school. Another task is to increase the number of minorities receiving Ph.D.s and receiving faculty positions.

The Blueprint for Action will also address the following issues, according to the project summary: the institutional environment for minority students at college and university; education of various communities about the importance of higher education for minorities; academic and non-academic preparation of minority students; recruitment and training of minority teachers at the elementary and secondary school level; public policy regarding minority participation in higher education.

The underrepresented minorities are American Indians/Alaskan Natives, Blacks, Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans. These are groups that have failed to participate actively in our high technology-based society, McBay said.

The staff and student board of MIT Hilled wished the entire MIT community a year of peace, health and fulfillment.

Rabbi Dan Skewitz Stuart Simon
Miriam Rosenblum Steven Beringhouse
Amy Siewers Ira Scharf
Greg Comer Tali Tamir
Seth Ostrow
Online Computing Power from CompuServe Puts You Ahead of the Pack.

Introducing Passing Gear from CompuServe, the world's largest online personal information service. No matter what type of computer you have, CompuServe turns it into a fast, responsive resource that gives you incredible advantages.

Especially now while a CompuServe subscription is available to students at special savings.

Make Your Own Breaks

Once online, CompuServe subscribers talk "across the table" with luminaries like author Isaac Asimov, artificial intelligence researcher Marvin Minsky, space shuttle astronauts and engineer Joseph Allen and musician Herbie Hancock. Writers and editors, researchers and teachers, leaders in business and government, enterprising students and student entrepreneurs. You'll meet them all on CompuServe, where the informal interview is the natural way to get around.

Get Facts Fast

CompuServe connects you to your reference resources you won't find anywhere else. And information you simply can't get any more conveniently than online.

Resources like IQnet with access to leading databases from around the world. Electronic news publications. Hardware and software forums for every major manufacturer. And forums for special interests from computer electronics to human sexuality.

Plus online travel planning, Shopping and banking services. Even interactive adventure games.

Lead a Revolution

Don't nauise the communications revolution, limit your computer and modem to CompuServe and lead it.

Our special student membership offer includes a $15.00 introductory usage credit, a 200-page Users Guide and a subscription to CompuServe's monthly news-magazine, Online Today.

Don't chase the communications revolution. Lead your computer and modem to CompuServe and lead it.

Our special student membership offer includes a $15.00 introductory usage credit, a 200-page Users Guide and a "Passing Gear" T-shirt (one size fits all). Upon completion of my registration online I'll also receive a $15.00 online usage credit and a FREE subscription to CompuServe's monthly news-magazine, Online Today.

Rush me CompuServe Passing Gear.

Please include my confidential password and I.D., the 200-page Users Guide and a "Passing Gear" T-shirt (one size fits all). Upon completion of my membership online I'll also receive a $15.00 online usage credit and a FREE subscription to CompuServe's monthly news-magazine, Online Today.

CompuServe, the world's largest online computer service. "You pay a lot, but if you want access to reference resources, where else will you find them?" - Lt. Robert Johnson, U.S. Army, Infantry. For more information, call 800-848-8199 (in Ohio, call 614-457-0802) or fill out and mail this coupon.

CompuServe's monthly news-magazine, Online Today: A $19.95 value for just $12.95, plus shipping and handling.

Online usage rates are as low as $10 cents a minute. Order during the term of this offer and receive a FREE "Passing Gear" T-shirt just for being a CompuServe innovator.

To order call 800-848-8199 and ask for Representative #6. In Ohio call 614-457-0802. Or fill out and mail this coupon.

CompuServe

[Address and website information]

Mail to:
CompuServe Information Services, Box 25000, Columbus, Ohio 43210

[Signature]

(RSU7)
WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT A PHARMACY?

A Pharmacy or Drug Store has a prescription laboratory, which is licensed to dispense prescriptions and drugs under the supervision of a licensed, registered pharmacist.

WHY MUST PHARMACISTS BE LICENSED?

Because most drugs, if not properly taken, can actually cause harm. Some, when combined with other drugs, can change into a different compound that is not effective, and can become harmful. Each dispensed medicine must be potent and checked by the pharmacist for safe use. Pharmacists must pass an examination to prove they have this knowledge to protect you.

PHARMACISTS ARE DRUG SPECIALISTS.

To obtain their license to practice pharmacy they must now attend a college of pharmacy for at least five years. They must serve an internship in a pharmacy, just as a physician does in a hospital. Because of their knowledge of drugs and medicines, people are always more safe when they obtain any medicine from a pharmacist.

WE WELCOME QUESTIONS.

In addition to compounding and dispensing prescriptions, we carry many other products and take in keep you healthy. If you have any questions we can help you answer, or if we must check with the medicine for healthful you need.

KENDALL DRUGS
Your MIT Community Drugstore
Kendall Square 492-7790

RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.

725 S. Figueroa St., 31st Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017

TOLL FREE
California (800) 423-3387
Other (800) 325-9759

RECRUIT Co., Ltd., Informational Meeting for Bilingual (English/Japanese) Students

求む！新国際人
日本語話ス

1966年創業以来。リクルートは常に独創的な情
報関連ビジネスを展開してまいりました。
今年は、米国を拠点国際業務展開を開始します。
日本とアメリカをリクルート流としてあ
なたのビジネスを活展
求めておりますリク
ルートは新国際人を

Date: October 6, 4pm to 8pm
Place: Room 4-149

RECRUIT Co., Ltd., Informational Meeting for Bilingual (English/Japanese) Students

お問い合わせは

RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.

725 S. Figueroa St., 31st Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017

TOLL FREE
California (800) 423-3387
Other (800) 325-9759

求む！新国際人
日本語話ス
An evening with Ian McKellen & Hamlet & Falstaff & Romeo & . . .

IAN McKELLEN
ACTING SHAKESPEARE
Starring Ian McKellen.
At the Charles Playhouse until October 4.

By JULIAN WEST

IN THE FACE OF IT the one-person show is an actor’s dream: control over what goes in, the opportunity to portray a dozen characters in an evening, and the audience’s undivided attention. If you’re doing Shakespeare you can monopolize the famous speeches, omitting the boring bits in between.

Ian McKellen insists he had no real affection for the format until he was asked to put such a show together for the Edinburgh Festival in 1977. That was to become the Broadway hit Acting Shakespeare seven years later.

Acting Shakespeare is taken two ways. McKellen acts Shakespeare’s plays; he also acts Shakespeare, or, at any rate, many of his acquaintances. This helps put the pieces into historical context, and gives a glimpse of the life of the world’s greatest dramatist.

But of course the main event is the sequence of scenes which have been expertly selected for our entertainment: Macbeth, Jacques, Falstaff, Hamlet, Bottom, Prospero... all put in their appearances in this toccata for Shakespearean actor.

Which all sounds fairly highbrow and pedantic. What, are we in for a history lesson as well as an evening of Elizabethan monologue?

Not so. McKellen’s manner is far from didactic as he converses with the audience, and seeks to involve them at every turn. At the beginning of the show, he invites auditors (“you’re not spectators; they go to football matches!”) to call out names of Shakespeare plays we have seen until all 37 are named. “You’ve done it!” he congratulates us heartily.

Shakespeare’s life as related by McKellen’s easy personal terms is quite engrossing. And Shakespeare’s language, as Ian McKellen shows, was written “to be understood”: simple, clear and beautiful. Interspersed are a number of anecdotes from McKellan’s own not uneventful life. He mentions Francesca Annis, Peter Shaffer, John Gielgud, Vanessa Redgrave and a fair number of others encountered while starring in roles at Stratford in the mid-seventies or in the West End (3 consecutive Best Actor awards).

As if this were not enough, while appearing in 21 undergraduate productions while at Cambridge, he managed to be a contemporary of Derek Jacobi, David Frost, Trevor Nunn, Peter Cook and John Cleese. There must have been some unforgettable performances into Acting Shakespeare: Perhaps the most remarkable is his Macbeth, who over the course of a sequence of speeches degenerates from a brash, confident soldier of commanding stature (Timothy Dalton leaps to mind) into walking shadow of a man, broken

Today is made possible, in part, by Engelhard Corporation.

Engelhard creates technologies that are, in a word, exceptional.
Technologies that help create your personal computer, television and stereo components, your VCR, your telephone. Technologies that keep the planes you fly comfortable, safe, and reliable. That keep your car running smoothly, kitchen well stocked, your body healthy, the air clean. Technologies that help refine gasoline, oil, and jet fuels, and make essential parts for satellites, space vessels, aircraft, and more. Much more.
The fact is, Engelhard's continuing development of thousands of exceptional technologies will continue to help us lead lives of exceptional quality—every day.

ENGELHARD
EXCEPTIONAL TECHNOLOGIES
Fatal Attraction fails to explore consequences of adultery

By RICARDO RODRIGUEZ

DAN, HAPPILY MARRIED MALE

DAN (Michael Douglas) is a successful male lawyer, meets Alex (Glenn Close), single, successful, female publishing executive. Two days in bed follow... Such is the basis for the drama-thriller, Fatal Attraction. This film aspires to explore the severe repercussions that may result from seemingly "harmless" adultery. Appropriately, the two-night-stand occurs when Dan's wife and child are away viewing a prospective home in the country.

When it comes time for Dan's life to turn to normalcy, Alex (Glenn Close) insists they continue to see each other, making Dan (Michael Douglas) extremely uneasy — as far as he's concerned the experience between Alex and he was a fling, uneasy - as far as he's concerned the experience between Alex and he was a fling, uneasy - as far as he's concerned the experience between Alex and he was a fling, uneasy. Alex wants extra support. Particularly notable is Anne Archer, who plays Dan's wife, Beth. She is the strongest and most realistic character in the movie, and ultimately it is she for whom everyone cheers. During much of the film, Beth is completely unaware that Dan has had an affair, and the resulting ironies are heart-wrenching. When Beth does finally learn about the affair, the audience's compassion is for her and not for Dan — the male — as it is times in other films. Beth's outrage is welcome and justified — it is an exhibit of her strength.

The fact that Anne Archer is very good looking also helps one to ask, "Was this affair really worth it?" But Archer's character receives much less attention than it deserves: the pain and suffering of finding out about her husband is lost in the movie's climax.

A recurring theme of the film is the allure of Alex that Dan used her, and having done so was prepared to throw her out like a used dish rag. This overused sentiment was finally contradicted by the movie: to a great extent it was Alex who sought Dan, not vice versa. And when Dan made it clear he was married, Alex was unmoved, if not intrigued by the challenge. This made it very difficult to feel any sympathy for Alex when she claimed she was being abused.

On the male's side, Dan is not the sluttish every-weekend scum-bag, but neither is he the innocent seductee who was lost in the passion of the moment. His acceptance of Alex's advances is done so matter-of-factly that it's easily overlooked. Dan experiences no uneasiness, no reservations about cheating — it is as if he'd done it many times, something that was surely not intended by the film.

Lack of substance emerges in many other ways. One example is the very first scene, which is set at a pre-publishing book party. The entire party is a cheap relief. But canine comedy is decidedly unoriginal and has no place in a well-formed drama. Another example is the family dog, used often and without discretion as a source of comic relief. But canine comedy is decidedly unoriginal and has no place in a well-formed drama. Another example is the family dog, used often and without discretion as a source of comic relief.

On the level of being a thriller, the film succeeds. It has plenty of tension and certainly a scary feel to it. But as the title suggests, emotions are not the only things violated. Alex becomes increasingly crazy as the film progresses: at first it is only something slight — maybe she dresses or the look in her eye. But as the story unwinds, Alex becomes a raging ghoul who would scare any Living Dead. She is the strongest and most realistic character in the movie.

As actors, Douglas and Close do their very best, almost as if they know the plot needs extra support. Particularly notable is Glenn Close, who plays Dan's wife, Beth. She is the strongest and most realistic character in the movie, and ultimately it is she for whom everyone cheers. During much of the film, Beth is completely unaware that Dan has had an affair, and the resulting ironies are heart-wrenching. When Beth does finally learn about the affair, the audience's compassion is for her and not for Dan — the male — as it is times in other films. Beth's outrage is welcome and justified — it is an exhibit of her strength.

The fact that Anne Archer is very good looking also helps one to ask, "Was this affair really worth it?" But Archer's character receives much less attention than it deserves: the pain and suffering of finding out about her husband is lost in the movie's climax.

A recurring theme of the film is the allure of Alex that Dan used her, and having done so was prepared to throw her out like a used dish rag. This overused sentiment was finally contradicted by the movie: to a great extent it was Alex who sought Dan, not vice versa. And when Dan made it clear he was married, Alex was unmoved, if not intrigued by the challenge. This made it very difficult to feel any sympathy for Alex when she claimed she was being abused.

On the male's side, Dan is not the sluttish every-weekend scum-bag, but neither is he the innocent seductee who was lost in the passion of the moment. His acceptance of Alex's advances is done so matter-of-factly that it's easily overlooked. Dan experiences no uneasiness, no reservations about cheating — it is as if he'd done it many times, something that was surely not intended by the film.

Lack of substance emerges in many other ways. One example is the very first scene, which is set at a pre-publishing book party. The entire party is a cheap relief. But canine comedy is decidedly unoriginal and has no place in a well-formed drama. Another example is the family dog, used often and without discretion as a source of comic relief. But canine comedy is decidedly unoriginal and has no place in a well-formed drama. Another example is the family dog, used often and without discretion as a source of comic relief.

On the level of being a thriller, the film succeeds. It has plenty of tension and certainly a scary feel to it. But as the title suggests, emotions are not the only things violated. Alex becomes increasingly crazy as the film progresses: at first it is only something slight — maybe she dresses or the look in her eye. But as the story unwinds, Alex becomes a raging ghoul who would scare any Living Dead. She is the strongest and most realistic character in the movie.
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BOSTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA


BOSTON CONCERT OPERA

Beethoven's "Fidelio" on November 7 at Symphony Hall. "Vie de Chateaux" on December 20 at the Lafayette Hotel. Franz Lehár's "The Merry Widow" on February 5 and 6 at Symphony Hall. "Jegel" on October 24 & 25, and February 3, & 7 at Symphony Hall. "The Magic Flute" on April 10 at Symphony Hall. Contact: Box 419, Aster Station, Boston, 02110. Telephone: 236-2877. BOSTON MUSICA VIVA
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21.60 PROBLEM SET?
We have the solution.!
The Tech Performing Arts Series presents...

MOZART AND THE CASTRATO
Male Soprano to perform in costumes from Amadeus

At Mozart's time, castratos could make big money, and ambitious mothers would take the knife to their sons at a tender age.

Paul-Etienne Texel did not have such a mother; he does, however, have Dutch, French, Native American, Indian, and Chinese blood in his veins, a woman's larynx and vocal cords, and no Adam's apple.

His pure soprano voice has been widely praised, and we've acquired a block of discount tickets to enable you to hear him sing works by Mozart, Handel, Vivaldi, and others, while garbed in costumes from the movie Amadeus.

F. John Adams will conduct the Boston Premiere Ensemble, which will accompany Texel's American debut in Jordan Hall on September 26 at 8pm. This is going to be an unusual event. Don't miss it! MIT price: $6.00

Tickets are on sale at the Technology Community Association, W20450 in the Student Center. Office hours posted on the door; call x3-4885 for further information.

The Tech Performing Arts Series is a service for the entire MIT community from The Tech, MIT's student newspaper, in conjunction with the Technology Community Association, MIT's student community service organization.

We've given our brains to science.

The TI-60 functions include hexadecimal/conversion, integration using Simpson's rule, statistics (including linear regression), read the analyzer and name in English conversions. You can program 84 steps.

TI advanced scientifics have all the right engineering and science functions to help you function better in school. When we set out to make our most advanced scientific calculator, we gave a lot of thought to what your science, math and engineering problems are. Then we designed our calculators around them. The results: the TI-60 and the new TI-65 are both packed with built-in functions. Plus, there are programming steps to speed you through repetitive calculations. But even though both can handle the hardest problems, they're easy to use. Large, color-coded keys and simple keyboard layouts mean you spend less time figuring out the calculator and more time figuring out your problems.

So if you're the kind of student who's got science on the brain, get the calculator from the folks who've given their brains to science. The Advanced Scientifics from Texas Instruments.
McKellen’s Shakespeare showcase

(Continued from page 10)

hollow-sounding. The scene from Hamlet is equally fine (though it is not the famous soliloquy, which he feels we have heard quite enough). We see the Prince, brooding, growing uneasy into his mantle of royalty, rather as he might once have been played by a young Jacobi. In the same scene, he transforms into a doddering Polonius, greeting the players with frank disapproval and resigned disinterest, and then again into the first player, whose evident theatrically does not inhibit his performance.

McKellen turns the same trick in another scene, playing both Falstaff and Prince Hal, in a scene in which each of these plays Hal’s father, the king. As the rotund Falstaff, McKellen suddenly seems to fill out his oversized suit implausibly, a commanding figure by dint of his fictive weight and very real, grumbling bear of a voice. He also plays Romeo and Juliet (executing as Romeo one of the more plausible deaths I have ever seen), and popping in and out of character in the blink of an eye. He pops not only from Hal to Falstaff and back, but also into and out of his own character. At one point, selling the story of his arrival at Cambridge, he injects an entire speech (“Once more unto the breach...”) into the middle of a sentence, then jumps back into the same sentence without even stopping for applause. The scene is played, comically, as McKellen himself would have done it as a wet-behind-the-ears undergraduate in 1958, but also with some of King Henry’s majesty shining through.

And if it seems astonishing that one person in baggy trousers can do all this, instant, amusing and entertain and all at once, he also continually puts it all in perspective for us, giving his views on the nature of acting and of actors. “Shakespeare wants to convey to you the utter meaninglessness of life,” he finally explains about Macbeth, “so he compares it to the theatre.”
The professional nurse staff of the MIT Writing and Communi-
cation Center (WC21-317) will be
glad to consult with you on any
questions you may have during
office hours: Mondays 1-4, Wednes-
tuesdays 2-4, Thursdays 1-4, and
Fridays 1-4. Students may also phone for assis-
tance on topics such as plagiary,
writing style, grammar, and
research projects.

Ongoing

A Divorce Support Group led by
Linda R. Leary, LICSW, will begin on
September 16, 1987 at Roslindale Family In-
stitute, 229 Walnut Street, Rosl-
alongside resident therapists, 
Wednesday evening for
10 weeks in Rooms 14 from 7:30 to 9
pm. Those interested in help-
people overcome the social and emo-
tional impact of separation and
divorce. Call 964-6933 for more
information.

CALL, a toll-free telephone service, is available throughout
Massachusetts and provides free information about
colleges, graduate schools, financial aid
sources, and career opportuni-
ties. CALL counselors can also
refer callers to other sources such as
scholarships, training programs or other
ingenious ideas. Call 272-8650, or if
available in specific areas. CALL
operates Monday through Thurs-
day, 9 am to 9 pm; Friday and
Saturday 9 am to 5 pm; and Sunday
2 pm to 6 pm at 1-800-442-
3751. Counselors are also avail-
able during restricted hours.

Foreign and Domestic Teachers Organization

The Foreign and Domestic Teachers Organization needs
several teachers applicants in all fields from kindergarten through
college to fill over six hundred teach-
ing vacancies both at home and abroad. Would you like addi-
tional information about our
organization? Please write the
National Teacher's Placement
Agency, Box 140, Cambridge, MA
02139.

The Off-Campus Housing Ser-
vices welcomes any member of the
community who either has avail-
able housing or who is searching
for new places. For help or our
Office in Room 18-E101, ext. 3490.

The peace corps is offering
skill training for programs utilizing
the backgrounds of college
students with mathematics and
science minors. Peace Corps vol-
unteers serve for two years. Dur-
ing their service they receive
a generous living allowance, paid
train, travel and health care. A pas-
service readjustment
allowance of $175 per month is
paid to each volunteer. For infor-
mation on Peace Corps service,
call 232-7856, or write PEACE
CORPS, 150 Constitution Way,
Room 1304, Boston, MA 02114.

Volunteering in the Boston or
Cambridge public schools offers
an opportunity to learn about ur-
ban education and multi-cultural
environments. Volunteers work
with elementary, middle or high
school students during or after
the school day, for long or short-
term assignments.

A new Pentagon Audit Project
provides detailed listings of mili-
tary contracts awarded to local
companies and colleges across the
United States. The system can help
people determine what weapons systems are made
in their area or find out what
whichever companies in which
they own stock are doing military-re-
lated work. For more informa-
tion contact Paul Brink at (315)
341-7900.

The Peace Corp's Boston
Office is offering notices
for students interested in
the Peace Corp.
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Fund drive aims for $550 million

(Continued from page 1)

In the past 25 years, MIT has grown to a nation of externally funded sponsored research programs, Culleton noted in the financial report. Currently, MIT relies on sponsored research for over 70% of its operating revenues, he said. Culleton also said that MIT cannot "look to growth in research efforts or income from rising tuition as realistic options" in financial revenues.

Rather, a significant increase in MIT's endowment - the primary goal of the upcoming campaign - would "provide the income for the benefit of future generations of MIT students and faculty," and is "necessary to assure the future of educational leadership in a rapidly changing technological society."

EECS raises stipends for doctoral students

(Continued from page 1)

The EECS department is considering raising TA stipends to keep them higher than the RA rates, Smith said. Again, EECS does not adhere to differential compensation as do the other engineering departments. In other departments, MA students receive $910/month while doctoral students receive $995/month. All TAs in the EECS department are currently paid at the lower rate.

"Most departments increase the pay scale because people working on their doctorates have more experience," Perkins commented. "They are recognized for being able to make input that new graduate students can't make."

Hike for TAs considered

The EECS department is considering raising TA stipends to keep them higher than the RA rates, Smith added. Again, EECS does not adhere to differential compensation as do the other engineering departments. In other departments, MA students receive $910/month while doctoral students receive $995/month. All TAs in the EECS department are currently paid at the lower rate.

The department has not decided whether to adopt the differential compensation scheme for TAs. "It depends on how much money the department can find to support the students," Smith said. "We want to make the TAs as attractive as the RAships at the current pay rate."

Smith also noted that the department is raising its stipends to keep competitive with other schools. "We try to keep the rates near everyone else so that we don't lose students on the basis of pay," Perkins commented. "We also tell the departments that they can raise the rates up to 10 percent of the base rate if they feel they need to."

Smith is not worried about the current quality of MIT's graduate students, but he does not want to have students choosing other schools because they cannot afford MIT's fees.

Currently all or almost all of the graduate students in EECS either have a fellowship as an assistantship, according to Smith. If the faculty does not raise the stipend money, there might be fewer RAs than there are now, he warned. The department plans on helping students obtain fellowships or possibly increasing the number of TAs to take up the slack.

The EECS faculty has this year negotiated with companies to increase the research contracts. They have tried to combat complaints about negotiating, Smith said.

MBAs interested in financial management

If a company that has made over 50 strategic acquisitions valued at $1.8 billion in the last three years is your idea of a company with financial expertise...

If a company whose market value has increased fourfold over the last five years is your idea of a company with financial strength...

If a company that is the world's largest marketer of business information, publishing, and marketing services is your idea of a company you would like to join...

It's time to meet The Dun & Bradstreet Corporation

Tuesday, September 29 5:30 PM Main Dining Room Faculty Club

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Program lowers self-help for needy students

to discourage academically able students from applying purely to financially disadvantaged backgrounds. Currently 54 percent of MIT undergraduates receive grants, compared to Gallagher's 40 percent. This figure has remained the same for a number of years.

"MIT is acknowledged to have one of the highest self-help levels," Gallagher admitted. He pointed out, though, the current level of self-help has not increased for the past three years despite the yearly rise in tuition. The self-help expectation is still approximately $1000 more than Stanford University's self-help level. Stanford University's level is $450 lower than MIT's self-help level and that of its competing schools. But this year's $4900 self-help expectation is still approximately $1000 more than Harvard, Yale and Princeton self-help levels. Stanford University's level is $450 lower than MIT's self-help level.

The program will be publicized to high school seniors this year. But the program is still in an experimental stage because MIT may adjust the amount of the grant and the number of recipients in coming years.

Don't pollute.

Contact Lenses
Eye Exams
Designer Frames

THE NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY is looking. We’re in search of new professional relationships with both Mr. and Ms. Right. What we offer is certainly different. At NSA, our foremost mission is to protect our country’s security. We process foreign intelligence information. We safeguard our government’s communications. And we secure our nation’s computer systems. A mission of that proportion requires a diverse range of talented professionals.

Currently, NSA is searching for Mathematics, Computer Scientists, Language Specialists and Electronic Engineers.

Our Mathematics work with applied and pure math. They apply—and create—a host of advanced concepts from Galois theory and combinatorics to probability theory and astrodynamics.

Computer Scientists discover a variety of projects and technology that is vitally unparalleled. We use literally scores of computers, including hardware from every major manufacturer. Applications include everything from communications software to artificial intelligence.

Language Specialists in Hindi, Near East, and Asian languages contribute to our mission in many ways. NSA linguists tackle the challenges of translation, transcription and analysis. They use both their language skills and their knowledge of world events.

Electronics Engineers also find a vast array of specialties from Signal Processing and CAD/ CAM to Speech Processing and Computer Security. The mission is vital, the variety staggering. And the benefits are also impressive. Our employees enjoy competitive compensation plus the many advantages of the Baltimore-Washington area.

If you’re in search of a meaningful career with variety and distinction, look to NSA. Schedule an interview through your College Placement Office. Or write to NSA. The opportunities are certainly different.

The asbestos removal area in the basement of the Student Center.

THE ASBESTOS REMOVAL PROGRAM lowers self-help for needy students.

(Continued from page 2)
Harvard Bridge to be reconstructed

(Continued from page 1)

Currently, traffic has been forced to the two lanes on the bridge's East side. The DPW plans to rebuild both half the bridge at a time, enabling them to keep the bridge open to traffic.

"We recognize that the bridge has to be open," Pickard affirmed. To assuage the concerns of commuters that use the bridge, the DPW has opted to keep the bridge open during construction "in a condition that will allow partial traffic flow."

Still, progress has been slow on the reconstruction. Pickard explained that bids would probably be given out this fall and that some construction could be done on the bridge in the winter.

Captain Albert Swanson, historian at the Metropolitan District Commission, admitted, "It's been difficult to acquire the finance to rebuild it."

"Just because there has been little activity doesn't mean we're not working," Pickard said. "We're working as hard as we can."

He emphasized that last year's renovation project to stabilize the bridge has made it safe to sustain traffic and he added that pedestrians and commuters should not be concerned about the bridge's safety.

classified advertising

Classified Advertising in the Tech: $5.00 per insertion for each 35 words or less. Must be prepaid, with complete name, address, and phone number. Must be submitted by 5:00 p.m., Thu., Oct. 1, Ext. 4058. (602) 994-6394. Non-profit advertising. I

HIRING: Federal government jobs in your area and overseas. Very immediate openings, without waiting list or test. $15,000-$80,000. Phone call refundable. (800) 838-8865 Ext. 4058.

Sexually transmitted disease: Confidential testing and treatment of STIs and AIDS. Also general medical care, sports medicine, birth control, etc. Private office. Robert Taylor, M.D.: 1755 Beacon St., Brookline 232-1498.

Earn your worth. Business, communication, and police service career seeks entrepreneurs to establish and maintain business accounts in Back Bay area. Hourly plus commision. Apply in person only: Mail Box &etc., 304 Newbury St., Boston.


Earn your worth. Business, communication, and police service career seeks entrepreneurs to establish and maintain business accounts in Back Bay area. Hourly plus commission. Apply in person only: Mail Box &etc., 304 Newbury St., Boston.

We'll be on campus - October 5 & 6, 1987

We'll be on campus October 5 & 6, 1987

Qualified college students are invited to meet with us and explore the career opportunities...the innovative technology...the industry leadership that is Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector.

For more information, stop by your College Placement Office or write to manager, College Recruiting at the appropriate address below.

Arizona Opportunities
Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector
722 South Madison
Tempe, AZ 85281
(602) 994-6294

Texas Opportunities
Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector
W. Ben White Blvd., Ste 200
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 337-5183

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

We're on campus - October 5 & 6, 1987

Texas Opportunities
Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector
W. Ben White Blvd., Ste 200
Austin, TX 78704
(512) 337-5183

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
Ohne

By Shannon T. Zachow

If you’re worried about cancer, remember this. Wherever you are, if you want to talk to us about cancer, call us. We’re here to help you.

PICK UP A PARTY

THIS BUD’S FOR YOU.